The Great Outdoors Book Display at the Jonathan Edwards Library
Bibliographic List
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Books on display can be checked out of the library.

*National Geographic guide to scenic highways & byways*
National Geographic Book Service.
E158 .N263 2018

*Exploring the Housatonic River and Valley*
Cawley, James S.; Margaret Cawley
F102.H7 C38

*Appalachian adventure: from Georgia to Maine—a spectacular journey on the Great American Trail*
No Author Given
F106 .A578 1995

*A walk in the woods: rediscovering America on the Appalachian Trail*
Bryson, Bill
F106 .B92 1998

*The Appalachian Trail*
Fisher, Ronald M.
F106 .F5

*The best of Outside: the first twenty years*
Outside Magazine Editors
GV191.6 .O94 1997

*Hikes in southern New England: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont*
Emblidge, David
GV199.42.C8E63 1998

*Hikes & walks in the Berkshire Hills*
Stevens, Lauren R.
GV199.42.M42 B477 1998

*New England hiking: the complete guide to nearly 400 of the best hikes in New England*
Lanza, Michael
GV199.42.N38 N49 1999

*Walks of New England*
Ferguson, Gary
GV199.42.N38 F47 1989
Hiking through history New England: exploring the region’s past by trail
Molloy, Johnny
GV199.42.N38 M65 2015

Fifty hikes in Vermont: walks, day hikes, and backpacking trips in the Green Mountain State
Sadlier, Ruth
GV199.42.V4 S22 1981

Hiking and backpacking
Seaborg, Eric
GV199.5 .S43 1994

The complete walker III: the joys and techniques of hiking and backpacking
Fletcher, Colin
GV199.6 .F53 1984

Walking to listen: 4,000 miles across America, one story at a time
Forsthoefel, Andrew
GV199.92.F675A3 2017

Caving: the Sierra Club guide to spelunking
Larson, Lane
GV200.66.N67 L37 1982

Paddling with kids: AMC essential handbook for fun and safe paddling
Lessels, Bruce; Karen Blom, and Appalachian Mountain Club
GV777.56.L47 2002

Canoeing: a trailside guide
Grant, Gordon
GV783.G73 1997

A canoeing guide for the [sic] The Housatonic River in Berkshire County: including the Williams River
Berkshire County Regional Planning Commission and Housatonic Valley Association
GV783.M384 1996

The canoe handbook: techniques for mastering the sport of canoeing
Ray, Slim
GV783 .R35 1992

The L.L. Bean canoeing handbook
Swenson, Allan A.; and L.L. Bean, Inc.
GV783.S94 2000

The canoe: a living tradition
Arima, Eugene Y.
Oversize VM353.J46 2002
Should the tent be burning like that?: a professional amateur’s guide to the outdoors
Heavey, Bill
GV191.6 .H43 2017

Have saddle, will travel: low-impact trail riding and horse camping
West, Don (Donald Parker)
SF309.28.W47 2001

Complete guide to camping and wilderness survival
Sparano, Vin T.
GV200.5.S63 2016

Need for the bike
Fournel, Paul
GV1043.F6813 2003

Backroad bicycling in western Massachusetts: 30 rides in the Berkshires, Hampshire County, the Mohawk Trail, and the Pioneer Valley
Cantele, Andi Marie
GV1045.5.M4 F87 2003

Bike rides in the Berkshire Hills
Cuyler, Lewis C.
GV1045.5.M42 B4725 1991

Mountain biking the Berkshires
Milkowski, Anna
GV1045.5.M42 B475 2001

The bicyclist’s guide to the southern Berkshires
Lyons, Steve
GV1045.5.M42 L96 1993

Mountain biking
Davis, Don
GV1056 .D38 1994

The essential runner
Hanc, John
GV 1061 H316 1994

Runner’s world complete book of running: everything you need to know to run for fun, fitness, and competition
Burfoot, Amby
GV1061 .R83365 1997

Meditations from the breakdown lane: running across America
Shapiro, James E.
GV1061.15.S45 A37
Racewalking for fun and fitness
Gray, John
GV1071 .G7 1985

Night has a thousand eyes: a naked-eye guide to the sky, its science, and lore
Upgren, Arthur R.
QB44.2 .U554 1998

The backyard stargazer: an absolute beginner’s guide to skywatching with and without a telescope
Price, Pat
QB63.P615 2005

Skywatching
Levy, David H.
QB64.L48 2007

Backyard guide to the night sky
Fazekas, Andrew
QB63.F39 2019

365 starry nights: an introduction to astronomy for every night of the year
Raymo, Chet
QB64 .R38 1982

The Skywatcher’s handbook: night and day, what to look for in the heavens above
Ronan, Colin A.
QB64 .S58 1989

Celestial objects for common telescopes, 2 vols.
Webb, T.W. (Thomas William)
QB64 .W3 1962

Fire in the sky: cosmic collisions, killer asteroids, and the race to defend Earth
Dillow, Gordon
QB651 .D5545 2019

American moonshot: John F. Kennedy and the great space race
Brinkley, Douglas
TL789.8.U5 B75 2019

Thoreau’s Walden
Thoreau, Henry David; Dan Tobyne (photographer)
PS3048 .A3 2019

How to read nature: awaken your senses to the outdoors you’ve never noticed: taste direction, smell time, hear the weather, and more
Gooley, Tristan
QH81 .G65 2017
The skillful forager: essential techniques for responsible foraging and making the most of your wild edibles
Meredith, Leda
QK98.5.A1 M47 2019

The drunken botanist: the plants that create the world’s great drinks
Stewart, Amy
QK98.5.A1 S74 2013

Backyard foraging: 65 familiar plants you didn’t know you could eat
Zachos, Ellen
QK98.5.A1 Z33 2013

Edible wild plants of Eastern North America
Fernald, Merritt Lyndon and Alfred C. Kinsey
QK98.5 .F4 1958

Poisonous plants: a color field guide
Woodward, Lucia
QK100 .W66 1985

Step-by-step yard & garden basics
Ball, Liz
SB453.B338 2000

The complete guide to Northeast gardening: techniques for flowers, shrubs, trees & vegetables in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, western Massachusetts, northern Connecticut, southern Quebec, New Brunswick & eastern Ontario
Steiner, Lynn M.
SB453.2.N82574 2012

Culinary gardens: from design to palate
McClure, Susan
SB475.9.E35 M38 1997